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1. The beginning of everything
First of all, we would like to welcome all our visitors who read this whitepaper. You should
probably have browsed our site before coming to this section. I hope you have information
about what we want to do in this project in general terms. However, since we know that this
information will not be enough, we have prepared the whitepaper in order to talk about
ourselves and our project in a much more comprehensive way. Our founder is dealing with a
different profession than the founders of other projects. He is practicing the profession of
2.Subjective definitions of NFT Veterinary Medicine in Turkey. He is a person who knows about
cryptocurrencies, blockchain technology, nft artifacts, metaverse universes. Experts in this field
are in the majority among his team and the people he communicates with. Our extraordinary
interest in the aforementioned areas and the team of knowledgeable people around us are the
reasons why we set up this project.

2.Subjective definitions of NFT
NFT (non-fungible token) argues that digitally created assets are unique. These unique
assets are stored on the blockchain chain. Okay, let's face it, we all know the definition up to
this point. The important issue for us in this project we are developing is what exactly we want
to understand from the concept of NFT. As the eNeFTi technologies team, we do not define the
concept of NFT in this way. We find this definition incomplete. Considering NFT as a purely
digitally created entity runs counter to the concept of global reality we want to create. In the
reality universe we imagine, NFT is an element as important as oxygen. Yes, you heard right!
We define the concept of NFT as a "unique element". This element is the entrance key to the
next universe. What this unique element can do can never be limited and classified as a digital
asset! NFT (non-fungible token) audio recording file, image file, gif file, video file etc. It's much
more than just content. Everyone who embarks on this journey with us should define NFT as
such and believe in the power of NFT.
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3. Start by dreaming
We are preparing a very specific and planned project. Our founders dreamed of this project
for a long time. Its infrastructure has been studied for a long time. The project designed for the
meta universe was designed by Turkish Architect Özlem Tosun. Our architect works
meticulously and diligently for the project. He played an active role in many construction and
landscaping projects in his professional life. He took part in the preparation of iron construction
projects in Africa. Our architect, who is very experienced in his profession, is one of the most
important team members who enable us to dream of our project. Our chief architect, who is also
the co-founder of our project, has many more ideas and dreams for the project.

4. Project or company?
You are reviewing the project we are working on. You may have thought of whether this is a
project or a company establishment. We are not a corporate company. We are a project team
formed by the gathering of a seriously thoughtful and talented team to bring the dreamed project
to life. eNeFTi | MARKETPLACE is a project, not a corporate company. Together with our team,
we established a group called Enefti Technologies. We manage our work with this group.
According to the progress of the project, we will expand our group as a company. When we
reach the stage of becoming a company and reach this goal, our activity area will expand even
more. And we will begin to grow in an unstoppable way. All you have to do is to take care of this
dream we have built and this idea we believe in, and most importantly, to be patient. Enefti
comes up with brand new innovative ideas.

5. Why did we choose this industry?
In fact, we have already answered this question. But let's give it again. We are people who
work on blockchain. We are in love with this technology. We will do our best to further develop
this technology. It is an inevitable element for NFT blockchain. We are here to process this
element. We talked about the projects we will realize in our road map. This is all for the future of
NFT. We are here to achieve all our goals.
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6. Our plans for nft and metaverse
Our project will not be one of the platforms where financially strong people can sell their
works, like other marketplaces, and the works of financially weak people are forgotten. We are a
platform that wants the works of every nft content producer to be at the forefront. For this
reason, we will often draw lots to prioritize your nft works on our website. We will highlight the
winning projects and list them on sales platforms such as Opensea or Rarible. The income will
go to the producer, except for a fixed commission. We are aware of that, every work of you,
valuable producers, is very valuable. You can rely on us for this. At the same time, some NFT
raffles of our own NFT projects will be held on my website. To participate in the sweepstakes,
you will need to have bought at least one of our NFT projects and follow us on our social media
accounts. Don't worry, the fees for these nft projects will be as low as the ordinary commission
value. In this way, anyone who enters the lottery will not actually lose. In the worst case, you will
have an NFT and you will do this by paying very low prices. We have many plans in the Meta
universe, which is one of the most important issues promised by our project. The most
important of these is our eNeFTiVeRse project. In this project, you will be able to meet with
curators from all over the world. You will be able to exchange ideas. Not an artist? Don't worry,
we will organize maps for you to have fun and spend time. These are exactly the reasons why
we are a multi-layered NFT platform. Art galleries will be available in eNeFTiVeRse located in
this meta universe. NFT works exhibited in these art galleries will be works created by both you
and our team. So you are entitled to this as well. We will build more diverse structures in our
meta-universe. One of them is inspired by our founder's real-life profession. We will establish
branches of animal hospitals in our universe. We call this project MetaVET. Since we are still in
the design phase, we could not place it on our site at the moment, but we will exhibit it on our
site in the future. In our animal hospital, we will provide treatment and shelter for animals living
in the meta world. With this project, we will make a first in the world. Who knows, there may be
dogs such as doge, shib, floki among the animals we will provide treatment and shelter for. In
this universe that we will establish, we have many unique ideas that are different from each
other. Support us and witness from the front row our ideas come true.
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6.1.Metaverse Property Deeds (MPD) :
Land and private property sales will be made before and after the launch within the
Metaverse universe. In these sales, strategic partners will be given the right to buy before the
launch. When strategic partners purchase these areas, they will also receive property titles. This
is a move that will revolutionize the metaverse. Our team, which will try to apply the NFT logic
here, wants to provide more reliable shopping and bring an official feature to sales. These
Property deeds contain the signature of the project's chief architect. With these title deeds, if
you witness that the project goes beyond the plans before the launch, you have the right to
demand a fee. These documents also contain an architectural map of the property you are
purchasing. With this map, you can build the property you bought in the metaverse with the
exact measurements in real life. These plans will bring a revolution to the metaverse. Be aware
of this.

7. Our plans for ecosystem
We have already mentioned on our website that we are creating our own ecosystem and that
this ecosystem has a very important place in our project to act according to a certain plan.
There is also something we want to talk about here. This issue is very important for the world,
as well as for any project that uses blockchain technology. Being aware of this, we have
prepared a project that is important for healthy and non-harmful energy sources for the world. In
our project, we created an ecosystem without using any infrastructure that causes extra energy
consumption. To register this, we have partnered with the Chinese Energy Company Electrify.
We wanted to state that we will create a healthier ecosystem in this way. The meta realm is at
the center of our ecosystem. This realm is fueled by social media interactions, cryptocurrency
infrastructure, sponsorships, exhibitions and curator collaborations. You can see this very
clearly in our diagram, which we also include on our website.
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8. What does energy mean for this project?
We talked a lot about this at the ecosystem stage. We talked about the fact that energy is a
very important issue that needs to be addressed for every project initiative that uses blockchain
technology, and the necessary points to be able to do this.

9. Multilayer nft
We are the first to use this concept. NFT is viewed as a digital asset. But NFT is much more
than that. In real life, an artist produces a work of art. If this work of art is an original work, the
artist receives a patent. Now this work is unique. Never for financial gain etc. without the
permission of the artist. It may not be reproduced or shared for the purpose of NFT serves
exactly this purpose. In order for NFT to merge with the real world, we will include the
Metaverse universe, which we will hear frequently in the future, into our project. We will have
serious work in this area. At the core of our multi-layered plan is our meta-realm. In other layers,
there are curators, social communications, taking part in exchange platforms. With these, NFT
will not be limited only in the digital environment and this basic element of the blockchain will be
a building block in our daily life.

9.1. This is a first
NFT has never faced such a concept before. First of all, we are announcing this concept as
the eNeFTi Technologies team.

9.2. What is the basis of this thought?
The basis of this idea is the transfer of an asset presented in the digital environment to real
life. NFT is an indispensable part of daily life. All our work will be built around this idea.

9.3. Differences of multi-layer nft concept from other concepts
If you browse other nft marketplace projects, you'll see that it's based on sales only. You will
see that there are projects that are friendly to the concept of digital assets that we are against.
They do not attempt to reconcile the projects displayed in their markets with real life in any way.
We think that they are not able to protect the rights of the manufacturer because they are only
based on selling. In addition to all this, these nft projects can only ensure that certain
manufacturers make a profit. Unfortunately, artists who have just started to deal with this
business are disappearing. They don't get what they deserve. Our idea is working hard to solve
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this problem. To achieve this, the metaverse, the core layer of our multi-layered structure, will
help us. These issues show very well that we are very different from other projects.

9.4. How are layers formed?
Layers work in a specific hierarchy. The Meta layer in the center is the energy source of the
entire ecosystem. It is tasked with projecting the digital presence into the real world. The
Curator layer is part of the Meta layer and works with the social communication layer. The
crypto platforms layer is a very important layer for the integration process with the real world we
want. With our own crypto money project, we will have more say in the real world. The display
layer also originates from our central layer, the meta layer, and creates a layer where producers
can share their artworks. Another layer, which is the s upporter of all these layers, includes
sponsorships. They create financial and moral support opportunities for our project.

9.5. What can this concept change in the nft world?
We will create reality and equality in the NFT world. Every artist will be able to sell his work if
he has shown the necessary effort. We want to establish a society first and then a social order.

10. How will we incorporate the concept of metaverse into our project?
As we explained earlier, we are creating a Meta layer. This layer is divided into other sublayers. Together with these layers, we will make nft a reality. We will do this in many ways. Our
universe is not made up of just one project.

10.1. What will our Metaverse platform cover?
Our first meta layer project is eNeFTiPARK. We've talked enough about this project. Our next
projects will be in different fields, but will merge with NFT in every way. Our project that we will
start right after our first project is the MetaVET project. We will open many animal hospitals in
the new map area we will create in this project. Among the creatures we will treat will be
creatures such as doge, shib, floki that live in the meta universe. We will see not only a place of
treatment, but also a shelter for animals. With the revenues from the project, we will establish
hospitals that are exactly the same as the buildings in the project in real life. As we have told
you, we will combine the virtual world with the real world. In addition, we will announce many of
our meta projects on our roadmap and social media accounts in the future. Follow us.

10.2. Do we have what it takes to create a virtual world?
Our team includes very knowledgeable people in drawings, designs and project design. We
are adding some animation officers to our team in order to create a meta realm. The chief of our
project is the architect. He is more than equipped to do the things he does in real life in our
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virtual universe. There is no doubt about the future of the project. We are quite confident in
ourselves.

10.3. We are not creating a game !
We are creating a universe. We are not making games. When we look at other projects, you
see that they have established more game universes under the name of virtual universe. This is
certainly not our aim. We create "reality".

11. Introduction to cryptocurrency markets
Crypto markets have been a very popular concept for the time period we live in. Everyone
has witnessed the power of the blockchain, which we started to know with Bitcoin. This power
will grow exponentially as time progresses. We want to take our place in this power. We will
start preparations as soon as possible to launch our project to another layer of ours, the crypto
markets. You can find out more on our roadmap.

12. The importance of social media
Social media is essential for every major business movement today. As a team, we are
aware of this. This important stage forms another of our layers. Our communication team is
working very hard on this issue. We will have agreements with many projects and we will get
the result of our patient waiting as a huge community. Basically, you can reach our project from
our social interaction platforms such as Linkedin, Twitter, Instagram. You can access the NFT
works of our project on Opensea and Rarible platforms.

13. How important is web3.0 for NFT?
Here we will talk about the concept of web3.0, which is a brand new movement that we have
not talked about until now. With the birth of the Internet, the introduction of the web1.0 stage,
people could only produce or publish content very limitedly. Web2.0 at one point revolutionized
the point of network sharing by bringing a solution to them. It was a very useful procedure.
However, we would like to point out in all frankness that most cannibal companies have begun
to waste the labor of producers by abusing Web 2.0 technology. In this case, it caused a new
search for humanity. And the concept of web3.0, which had some attempts before but started to
hear its name more often recently, entered our lives. With this concept, the rights of content
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producers will be transferred more to their side and the need for intermediary platforms will be
eliminated. This will be very useful in NFT & Metaverse, which are the basic building blocks of
our project. Web3.0 will give us more sustainable freedom in all these areas. However, many
more quality works will come to light.

14. Our team
Murat Kaya, who works as a veterinarian in Turkey, is at the head of our team. He is the
founder & CEO. Our project also has a co-founder. This person is our chief architect Özlem
Tosun, who also realized the designs of our project. Other members of our team are experts in
their fields from different countries. In the future, you will get to know them better on our
website.
15. Partnership
Our marketing team consists of highly successful people with persuasive power. Their cats
communicate with many different companies and individuals from many countries. We would
like to inform you that at the time of writing this Whitepaper, our 4 sponsorship agreements have
been concluded. We partnered with Anita Aneglica Moore, founder of Blind Boxes, the NFT
platform, between our projects. Blind Boxes is a project that progresses in line with its goals,
which also exist in the crypto money markets. Revomon Dubai-based Game-Fi project
Revomon offers its users the chance to earn money by playing games. Revomon was
nominated to be the MVBIV project of the year by Binance this year. With our project, we
advertised in the Football Stadium in Adana, Turkey, and this advertisement is also available in
a commercial. Bishkek-based company BeART will build its own metaverse world. It is also
among the plans to manufacture NFTs for some rare jewelery pieces. The chief architect of our
project will carry out the Metaverse and NFT designs of the BeART project. A contract has been
signed between the two projects regarding this issue. Unimaxpad, a project established in India
with idealistic ideas for web3.0. A strategic partnership has been established between
Unimaxpad and our project. According to the agreement, Unimaxpad will provide pool support
during the crypto money launch phase of our project.

16. Disclamiers
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16.Disclaimers

eNeFTi technologies is a project with specific media tools. Our addresses such as
Instagram, Twitter, Linkedin, Mail are specified on our site. eNeFTi never asks you for payment,
transfer fee, commission, etc. from other addresses. does not demand. eNeFTi technologies
can never be held responsible for the financial losses you may experience by networks beyond
our knowledge. Another issue is in the crypto markets, we would like to clearly state that. Crypto
assets are highly risky assets. You can experience sudden gains as well as sudden losses. It's
about your risk appetite. We mentioned that our project will enter the crypto markets. You will
definitely be responsible for every investment you will make in our project through these
markets in the future. As the eNeFTi technologies team, we are always with you in terms of
security. We are not a Rug-Pull project. In particular, we consider the safety of our investors.
However, you are responsible for all risks you take. eNeFTi Technologies does not assume any
responsibility regarding this issue. In case of any loss you may experience in connection with
this issue, you can never claim any rights from our project.
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